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The tour was a result of a
conversation after the meal at
the January NW XKEC meeting
when Grantham Fidler and Ray
Hall said they fancied a tour to
Spain and me stupidly opening
my mouth to say I had helped
organise a motorbike trip to
the Pyrenees a few years
previously.

RULE No. 1. “never volunteer”
TOO LATE. Still, I did fancy a trip in a
convertible Jaguar XK around Spain, so
accepting the challenge; I bit the bullet and
started planning. My mistake previously had
been moving every night, so the first criteria
was - at least two night stops to give
everyone the option of “lay days” to do as
they pleased. 

Brittany Ferries was the obvious first call
for inspiration and I hit lucky. They had pre-
planned tours using Paradors in various
areas including some in NW Spain.  

“Simples”. I could book; take all the credit
and sit back to enjoy the sangria. Further
good luck was that there was a 25% early
booking discount and Annette (my long
suffering wife) was also quite enthusiastic –
no cooking and hopefully sun!! What could
go wrong? This was getting better. 

RULE No. 2. Keep everyone informed
and always pass the buck
SURPRISINGLY THERE was quite a lot of
interest. Within a week we had
approximately ten cars and a further two
cars the following week. Brittany Ferries
accepted our provisional booking for 12
cars (+1 addition later) and we had a
convoy.

I suddenly realised that there was a little
more to do than I first thought as four bikes
can park almost anywhere, but 12 cars?
Ken May was my first panic call to find out
how he planned the French Tour and he was
exceedingly helpful. Thanks Ken. “Google
Maps” are the secret. Amazing!

The route was mostly pre-determined by
the Paradors set out in the package with
optional trips out on the lay-days. Michelin
maps provided scenic routes so those were
used as the basis for all trips. 

The internet provided endless information
on local points of interest, restaurants,
viewing points etc so my plans started to
evolve trying all the time to avoid duplicating

the same roads (sometimes impossible with
mountain passes and, anyway, I’m sure they
wouldn’t notice if we went on the same road
in different direction – cunning or what !!!).

Time to practice my Spanish. Tried and
promptly gave up. Someone else must be
able to speak the lingo and I could delegate.
I could always use Google Translator as a
last resort. As it happened Raymond Hayes
was our saviour and acted as our interpreter.
(Well, it sounded very convincing to me).         

Many e-mails later and it is 14 September
and time to drive down to Plymouth on the
Sunday. Most arranged to meet at Exeter
Services off the A38 at 12.00. I duly arrived
at 11.50 expecting to be the first but I was

greeted by 14 eager people and six Jaguar
XK’s + a Porsche Cayman (a magnificent
sight – the Jaguars not the Porsche – Sorry
Ed & Jo, I couldn’t resist). 

Introductions made, names immediately
forgotten, tour baseball caps distributed,
(which I forgot to mention to them that they
had to be paid for later!!), and we set off in
convoy for Sainsbury’s in Plymouth to
collect Raymond Hayes and Chris Mahn but
chose what must have been the busiest day
of the year. Fortunately we all somehow
managed to park together – Steve Tullett
immediately christened Raymond and Chris
“Thelma & Louise” which stuck for the trip. I
could tell this was going to be an å

I think opening my mouth could have
been my downfall – well very nearly!

DAY 1: The tour begins with
our arrival at Santander

DAY 1: The beautiful
fishing port of San
Vicente de la Barquera

Words: Andrew and
Annette Spark

Pictures: Tour members
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entertaining holiday.
Raymond led us through Plymouth,

including a detour through the old town and
The Hoe, whereupon Baz Wood & Maggie
Craven and Annette & I promptly became
separated but we expertly managed to
reach (by some fluke) the Ferry Terminal.  

Parking up opposite Brittany Ferries
offices we found Ray & Cath Hall and Austin
Holmes & Lynne Walker patiently waiting.
More introductions. Shortly after (well not so
shortly) Grantham & Kath Fidler arrived to
make the party for the ferry complete.
Formalities completed at the port, we all
boarded the “Pont Aven” ferry, parked,
found cabins and agreed to meet for dinner
at 19.00.

After my exertions, I needed a drink so
found the bar, only to find several other
tourers already imbibing. The scene was set
for the rest of the holiday. Most made the
evenings excellent meal at which a card and
cake was presented to Grantham and Kath
Fidler to celebrate their Ruby wedding.
Congratulations to you both. Arrangements
for the next day were sorted, and the party
was introduced to “Dumbo” who was to be
the daily “offering” for “Dumbo of the day”. 

DAY 1: Monday, 15 September,
Santander to Parador Cangas
de Onis – 140 km(ish)
MORNING SAW sunshine 22o C.
and clear skies. Perfect.
Departure from the ferry was
roughly on time at 13.15 and as
cars had been separated on
embarkation we had arranged to
re-assemble on the quay. The
eventual meeting point was just
passed the planned exit but the
exit was locked!! Austin and I try
to persuade the guard to open
the gates but fail miserably. 

RULE No.3. Don’t Panic, 
and always have a Plan B
PLAN B. – What’s Plan B? – Panic. We
hurriedly decide to take the motorway exit
rather than the original Santander exit. Fine,
but with me leading my flock, I take the
wrong turning into a trading estate followed
by a few bewildered Jaguars, whilst some
others took the correct motorway access
road – in my defence it did not look like a
motorway access road. Walkie-talkies – see,
I do plan somethings – crackle but what do I
tell everyone? 

A re-fuelling and re-grouping stop 10km
away on the motorway services at Gornazo
is in the travel route documents so we head
for there from all directions. Miraculously

most – or those that wanted – find their way
there. I could see bewilderment in their eyes
as to what they had let themselves in for.
Pretending nothing untoward had happened
we refuel and continue for a lunch break at
San Vicente de la Barquera, a lovely fishing
port with a castle and numerous
restaurants. 

The large car park where I had
“meticulously” planned to stop was heaving
so most resorted to stopping in a pay car
park over the river and walk to the harbour.
On returning, after eating or shopping, we all
paid the attendant for the parking and
proceeded to leave – except Ray & Cath

Hall who paid but Ray “lost”
the ticket and was refused exit without
paying a 15 Euro fine. When an irate Ray
appeared 15 minutes later he was an
obvious candidate for the first “Dumbo of
the day” award (D.O.T.D.), with Cath’s
blessing. 

Re-grouping, without any further obvious
mishaps we continue on the route with a
planned stop at Las Arenas de Cabrales, the
home of Cabrales cheese and the battle of
El Mazuco in the Spanish civil war 1937.
Several vista stops with photo opportunities
followed and we eventually reached Cangas
de Onis passing the old Roman bridge in the

centre of the town. 
The first two night stop was just 2km

further on and the welcoming sight of a
beautiful, ex-monastery, Parador with two E-
type Jaguars parked outside helped make
the days run something special. 

Rooms all allocated, we dump bags,
explore and head for the bar only to find Ray
& Daphne Borham already enjoying a well
earned drink after driving almost 1000 km
from the South of Spain that day to join us.
Amazing. More welcomes and handshakes
and the party is complete. Dumbo was duly
unanimously dispatched to the care of Ray
Hall, the recipient of the D.O.T.D. award for

earlier misdemeanours – I forgot to
nominate myself for the fiasco in Santander
but everyone politely ignored the mistake.
After the meal a large group of us ended up
in the internal courtyard noisily sorting out
the world’s problems and drinking the health
of anyone we could think of. Later on, we
realised we had outstayed our welcome as
all the lights went out. The subtle hint was
taken and we all returned to our rooms.

DAY 2: Tuesday, 16 September, from
Cangas de Onis and back – 180 km
BRIGHT SUNSHINE and blue skies awaited
us as the days outing took us firstly to

Cavadonga, a monastery – Basilica of Santa
Maria la Real of Cavadonga – and shrine in
the mountains on the site where the Spanish
first beat the Muslims in 722 AD. By pure
fluke (again) our arrival was greeted by the
peel of bells. 

Hundreds of tourists milled around in
amazement as 13 cars streamed into the
square and we were able to all park together
right outside the hotel in the main square
opposite the Cathedral. Of course, I told
everyone it had all been planned.

RULE No. 4. Never be afraid to turn 
a bit of luck into a white lie
RETURNING PAST the Parador we reached
Ribadesella on the coast, then a short
detour to Cuevas, a small village which, to
get to, we had to drive through caves with
stalactites and stalagmites lit by floodlights.
A first for most and a unique sight. Baz
Wood was given strict instructions not to rev
his engine for fear of bringing the ceiling
down and amazingly he complied!!!! 

Our resident tour video maestro, Ray Hall,
set his cameras to get pictures of everyone
driving back through the cave but when a
call of nature took him away, everyone filed
past, leaving him to return and wait by his
camera. We had to go back to get him but
he would not believe he had missed us –
another D.O.T.D award? 

Carrying on through Villavisciosa, the
estuary road took everyone to our planned
stop near Tazones, again on the coast.
Some elected to eat at El Catalin restaurant
whilst others drove into Tazones 1 km away
and found numerous fish restaurants to
choose from. 

I missed the turning for El Catalin and
stopped further down the road and directed
everyone to their desired stops. On
returning uphill to El Catalin and turning
sharply into the lane, I lost site of the road
behind the bonnet and dropped off onto a
bit of a ditch. The drop wasn’t big but the
noise was alarming and after investigation
later, water was dripping from underneath.
Sympathy and a red face were the order of
the day. 

It was only when I arrived home that I
found a crack in the water reservoir “thingy”
on the bulkhead. Still it could have been a
lot worse and the bonus was everyone
forgot again to nominate me for D.O.T.D.

The planned route took us back through
Lastres, again on the coast. The small
fishing village was on a steep cliff with the
narrow road winding down through it to the
quay. 

More chance for photographs but this
was to be the last coast road until near å

å

Day 1: Parador Canges de
Onis was once the monastery
of San Pedro de Villanueva

Day 2: The entrance to the
caves near Cuevas, I’m sure
some one will rev their engine

Day 1: The marina at San
Vicente de la Barquera

Day 2: Ray Hall
with his D.O.T.D.

DAY 2: The view at
Mirador del Fito that just
takes your breath away

“Baz was given strict
instructions not to rev
his engine, amazingly
he complied!”

“Baz was given strict
instructions not to rev
his engine, amazingly
he complied!”

Day 2: “The only XK in the
car park” Mirador de
Oseja de Sajambre, south
of Cangas de Onis 
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the end of the trip. The road back to
Cangas wound up the mountain with the
Mirador del Fito observation post (1159m)
giving magnificent 360deg views over coast
and mountains. 

Onwards through Arriondas, to the haven
of our Parador. Washed, shaved – not the
ladies – and a change of clothes and it was
time for dinner with the vote for D.O.T.D.
unsurprisingly awarded to Ray Hall.

DAY 3: Wednesday, 17 September,
Cangas de Onis to Fuente De – 143 km
NEXT MORNING we were fed, packed and
ready for the off but first Steve and Austin
had persuaded the two E-Type Jaguar
owners to park their cars for a photo-shoot
with all the party. Ray Hall did his impression
of a mother goose and worked his magic
including a video of everyone driving out
through the gates. 

This was the start of the real mountain
sections. The road took us up through the

Desfiladero de los Beyos – deep gorges with
waterfalls (in winter), narrow roads and few
stopping places. 

All was fine until going through a tunnel
Austin caught a sharp rock and burst his
front tyre. I was leading and unaware of his
problem until a radio message was relayed
to get me to stop further up as there was
only just enough room for Austin & Lynn and
three other cars to stop. James & Susan,
Steve & Martina and Ray & Cath all got
stuck in to help and it sounds as if they all
had a ball. 

It was lucky for Austin that they were with
him as his wheel brace was not man enough
to undo the nuts. Ray Hall came to the
rescue with an extension for the brace and
they replaced the wheel with a space saver
wheel. Meanwhile I, sick with worry, retired
to a café for coffee and a rest and patiently
waited for them to catch up in Oseja de
Sajambre five miles away – with spectacular
views. In the circumstances he and Lynne
were upbeat and got on with the holiday
albeit at a slower pace.

RULE No. 5. Carry a bigger wheel
brace and a full size spare.
THE JOURNEY continued until we stopped
at Posada de Valdeon for lunch. I had the
previous day cancelled the planned meal at
the Restaurante Begona as everyone said
they were eating too much at lunch time.  

This was not taken too kindly by the
English partner of the restaurant, so I called
in to apologise and see if I could make
amends. We left on speaking terms but no
more and retired to a bar round the corner
for a light meal. The light meal turned into a
feast again and we all came out with bulging
waistlines. 

The next pass was Puerto de San Glorio
1609m high with the Mirador de Liesba at
1675m high (Ben Nevis 1344 m).
Magnificent vistas were everywhere. 

The 28km run down into Potes was
uneventful but beautiful and a short stop in
Potes to unsuccessfully make more
enquiries for Austin’s tyre replacement. The

last 25km up to Fuente De was along
fast winding roads with everyone
enjoying the drive. 

Fuente De Parador is more modern
with similarities to Alpine Hotels
especially with the backdrop of Mirador
del Cable. Before we leave most take a
ride up to the top (1925m) and marvel at
the views and drop. Eagles and Griffon
Vultures – yes vultures – circle round the
mountains floating on the thermals and
the flora and fauna is impressive.

Once again we all end up for dinner in
the excellent Parador restaurant and

afterwards D.O.T.D is fiercely debated with
the winner being James for leaving his “red”
trousers and “red” braces at Cangas. “A
Heinous offence” – although nobody is likely
to pinch them!!

DAY 4: Thursday, 18 September, from
Fuente De and back – 153km
THERE IS a general mutiny today with
groups of people wanting a quiet day or to
do their own thing which is exactly what the
“lay days” are about. Raymond and Chris
(sorry Thelma & Louise) leave at 08.00 to
walk (yes walk) up the mountain. Peter &
Chris Treanor venture off on the route with a
few detours of their own as does Grantham
and Kath.  

Several couples go into Potes for a
wander and shop whilst others brave the
cable car. Annette and I have a lazy morning
and drive down to Potes for a “light” lunch
and, as the weather improves, decide to
drive part of the planned route. 

This takes us through the Desfiladero de
Hermida another amazing gorge and

Day 4: The ancient
picturesque town
of Potes

Day 4: Would you do it? Looking
down from the cable car onto
Parador Fuente De, circled

Day 3: The car park
Parador Cangas de Onis
with the two E-Types

å

Day 5: Bingo! I believe
this may be the only
picture of the 12 XKs on
tour together, taken near
the church of Santa Torbio

Day 3: Austin Holmes is
cleaned up by the “pit
crew” after changing tyre

å
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up to Linares for the views and a coffee
and back in time to go up the cable car.

In the evening, a group of eight decide to
sample the restaurants in Potes and drive
down and back (50km). I’m sure it’s just an
excuse to have a play on that road again but
who can blame them. The remainder settle
for the Parador restaurant. D.O.T.D. has a
smaller voting audience tonight. 

I override all the candidates – power
corrupts – and decide to award Dumbo to
Chris Mahn. Not for anything “heinous” he
has done but because on his and
Raymond Hayes’ walk up Fuente
De, which turned out to be more
of climb, he was able to get
Raymond, a solicitor, to crawl
on his hands and knees. Chris
you are my hero.

RULE No. 6. If you are losing,
move the goalposts and
always kick your opponent when
he’s down.

DAY 5: Friday 19 September,
Fuente De to Cervera de
Pisuerga – 90km
Travelling that favourite road
down to Potes we branch off
to visit St Toribio de Liebana
for the vista and the Monastry
in the mountains. Luck is on
my side again and we all park
close to the monastery. 

Half an hour later and we
motor the short distance to the
vista point for photographs
and regrouping. Ken & Jane
May, Ed & Jo Walsh, Peter &
Christine Treanor and Ray &
Daphne Borham continue onto
the next planned stop followed
later by the rest. This sensibly
helps to keep the numbers
manageable through the towns and narrow
gorges, letting them travel at their own
pace.  

Passing through Potes for the last time
we turn onto the CA184 but after only a few
km we again turn off for one of the few
Bodegas in the Picos region to sample their
produce and have a guided tour round the
wine “factory”. Javier Blanco, the owner of
“Bodega Picos de Cabariezo” welcomed
the group and gave an informed and
extremely interesting tour of his bodega and
provided numerous samples of his excellent
products to an enthusiastic audience. 

We all learnt a lot and enjoyed the
experience with many buying bottles to
take home. A few publicity shots later and

we continued on our way. 
The road took us through more dramatic

gorges and endless bends which thrilled the
drivers but scared the passengers half to
death. After numerous vistas and photo
opportunities with time for passengers to
stretch legs, the group roll into Cervera de
Pisuerga and onto the Parador 3km away.
An excellent dinner as usual, followed by
the award ceremony for D.O.T.D. 

There were several candidates but earlier
I managed to catch James posting his room
key from Fuente De in the Cervera key box
so no competition. James Millett received
his prize but somehow produced a pair of
my shorts as a counter bid. Skulduggery is
an immediate forfeit so Dumpy remained
with James.

DAY 6: Saturday 20 September,
from Cervera de Pisuerga 
and back – 107km
This was another lazy day with everyone
making their own way round with some
choosing instead to drive to Aquilar. To
be honest, I was expecting this
route to be the least
interesting but I was
wrong. 

The roads were
initially wide and
straight but by the
time we reached the
lake they were
sweeping corners for
all to enjoy and with
no mountains to scare

passengers everyone appeared happy, so
much so that Peter & Sue Braybrooke
returned in the opposite direction to repeat
the trip. 

Lunch had been planned at Triollo but I
had cancelled it a few days earlier because
of too much food, although some did stop.
We eventually stopped at La Hornera de

Bernado a small restaurant in
Ventanilla and found

Raymond and Chris just
finishing their meal

half way through
their long “walk”.
The portions
were more our
size and the
quality
excellent. 

After a small
detour to Ruesga

the road took us through the village and
across the top of the dam then back to the
Parador.  Showered and changed before
dinner, we enjoyed the magnificent views
over the lake.  

D.O.T.D. The vote today was for Ken May
who somehow managed to lose his Jag and
his wife, Jane. Can you believe it, losing
your Jag!!? After we got home it turned out
that Ken was suffering – in silence, like a
true man – with Pneumonia so he had an
acceptable excuse. Hope you had a fast
recovery Ken).

DAY 7: Sunday, 21 September, Cervera de
Pisuerga to Santillana del Mar – 178km
An earlier start was necessary so we left at
10.00 am making our way to Aquilar joining
the new motorway down to Reinosa were
we stopped to regroup and decide whether
to continue on the motorway to save time or
use the scenic route. It was unanimously
decided to go the scenic route. 

Leaving the stop we immediately hit
a sea of cars, horses and people
going to a horse fair. 20 mins later we
struggled through and continued on
our way. 

Making good progress on the
mountain roads, we reached
Cabezon. We needed to be at Cueva
de Altimar cave museum by 13.30 so
we again join the motorway for a short
distance, reaching the museum in
time. 

The next deadline was 16.00 in
Comillas 16km away so made our
way to the beautiful town where we
had been given permission to park in
a square. Entering the old cobbled
square we parked in line. The amazed

locals and tourists flocked round the cars
taking photographs. 

Time to have a quick exploration of the
town, and grab a bite to eat before meeting
at El Capricho de Gaudi museum. This was
one of Gaudi’s first houses and a rarity
outside Barcelona. The tour was fascinating.
In my opinion he was a genius, if a little
eccentric. 

Returning back we made our way to
Santillana del Mar and the Parador in the
centre of the ancient cobbled town. The
only way in is round the back of Santillana
into a beautiful square and park whilst I find
out where the underground car park is.  

Unfortunately, a German tourist took
exception to us parking in the square and I
had a “difference of opinion” with him. The
cars remained and I sorted out the parking.
England 1 Germany 0. YES!

The town is a quaint haven with winding

cobbled streets packed with tourists but by
late evening we have the place to ourselves,
well almost. Today is the double birthday of
Steve & Martina Tullett (Martina is obviously
a lot younger) and they very kindly organise
drinks for everyone in the sister Parador Gil
Bas across the square and a long night
commences. D.O.T.D. was presented to
Martina not for any misdemeanour but as it
was her birthday.

Day 8: Monday, 22 September, Santillana
del Mar to Santander – 39 km(ish)
The plan is to meet in the port prior to
embarkation. We, without the aid of Google
Earth, make the mistake of deviating from the
planned route and decide to visit Suances. 

With a group of six cars I proceed to take
wrong turns. Eventually, we stop at the
lighthouse for a break and photographs. On
leaving I fail to notice that Baz is not in his
car and he gets left behind. 

Now five cars, Ray Hall radios me, he is
low on fuel so a petrol station is required.
First one with fuel getting lower – only has
diesel!! Second one – closed. The rest of the
group join the motorway but Ray and I
continue on the A road looking for petrol
stations. 

Two cars. Just in time we find a station in
the process of being refitted but we do get
petrol. Panic over. The rest of the trip is
quickly covered and we pull into Santander
port to find everyone there except Baz.  

Eventually he thankfully appears and I
have to go and apologise (again). The wait to
embark gives everyone time to look at the
array of cars waiting. Lagondas, Aston
Martins, a Bentley, Jaguar XKs (who we tried
to sign up to the XKEC, with some success),
Porsche, TVRs and numerous other obscure
makes. 

Joining the ferry and the excellent meal
finished, it is time for D.O.T.D. or rather week.
It is unanimously decided to award Dumbo
permanently to Ray Hall for his dogged
dedication in videoing the tour. 

Great work Ray and thanks for all (y)our
patience and efforts. I had one more surprise,
as I was presented with a painting of Fuente
De from everyone and Annette was given a
teddy with “It’s my holiday as well” on the
back. The painting is in pride of place in my
office as I write this report.  Thanks so much
to everyone.

RULE No. 7. Every good thing 
has to come to the end
Tuesday and we all have to say our
goodbyes. A mixed, unknown bunch to
begin with but we end the holiday friends for
life. (I think I’m going to cry). Au Revoir l

Day 7: Raymond Hayes – butter
wouldn’t melt etc and Chris
Mahn (Thelma & Louise) with
“Gaudi”, centre, in Comillas

Day 7: Comillas, cars parked
for a photo opportunity, Oh,
and a group of people seem
to want to get involved also

Day 5: Outside the Bodega near
Cabezon de Liebana, the owner,
Javier Blanco is in red T-Shirt 

å

Day 4: Chris
Mahn receives

his award like a
true gentleman

Day 7: A small gathering
for Steve and Martina’s

double birthday
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